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INTRODUCTION
The purpoett of thla dleoueoloa is to present some of the 
properties of quadratic forms Involving normally distributed random 
variables and some of the theorems from the theory of matrices and 
the theory of mathematical statistics on which these results are 
based* A knowledge of matrix theory and mathematical statistics 
Is assumed* The principal results from the theory of matrices 
appear In Chapter I* Chapter II presents some of the results of 
mathematical statistics* and Chapter III contains the material on 
quadratic forms* The theorems are numbered consecutively In each 
chapter* e* g.* the second theorem la the first chapter Is 
designated Theorem 1*2.
With regard to notation* the following system Is used;
1* Upper case letters designate square matrices 
with real elements.
2* Lower case letters designate real numbers.
3* Lower case Greek letters designate real vectors* 
Deviations from this notation are specifically noted as they occur.
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CHAPTER I
SEIJÎCTEI) THEOREMS TRCm THE THEORY OP MATRICES
THI0 chapter Is devoted to certain theorems from matrix 
theory which prove useful in the development of Chapter III. The 
principal result is the well-known theorem on the transformation 
of a symmetric matrix to diagonal form (Theorem 1.4). This theorem 
plays such a fundamental role In the theory of quadratic forms that 
It is presented In detail# even though the result Is well-known and 
may be readily found In most expositions on matrix theory.
A knowledge of the definitions of the null space of a 
matrix and the minimum function of a matrix is assumed, however# 
for the sake of clarity these concepts are defined here.
EEFIHITIOlf » Let A be a real matrix and m(x) be a polynomial 
with real coefficients. If m(x) the polynomial of lowest 
degree such that m(A) « O, then m(x) 1^ said to be the 
Minimum function of A#
PEPIHITIOKt The null space of a_ matrix A âe the set of all 
vectors I such that A I* « 0 *
The following three theorems will serve to establish the 
principal result of this chapter*
THEOREM 1.1* Let ^ vectors which span the
vector space of dimension k. For any value of 1# l*=i~k#
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3
It la possible to find a v e c t o r s u c h  that
* * A ~ i *  A ^ i *  • • * * A
span Sĵ  and such that
« O# j ® 1 *#*#* i"»l*
PROOF* Set
where the coefficients 1^ , * 1 ^ are to be determined so that
^ * 1 ***"$ i*l•
The product is a real number so the above condition is
a system of i*X linear homogeneous equations in the 1 unknowns 
1 ^,#*.$ 1^ which has a solution not composed entirely of 0 *s.
In order to show that the linear systems of vectors
•** /^i*• * • * /̂ jg hod /^i# *# **#
are linearly equivalent# it is sufficient to show that can be
written as a linear combination of the vectors ̂ ^#*«»#
That is, it is sufficient to show that 1^ / 0.
Suppose 1^ * 0# then
Since o(̂  is orthogonal to each of these vectors# it is orthogonal 
to every liaeaur combination of them and hence to itself. It must, 
therefore, be the aero vector and hence
But the vectors y d ^ , . . . , a r e  linearly independent by assumption, 
so that
H  "•••“ ^i*l * °
and there is a contradiction. Thus, 1 ^ / 0  and the theorem is 
proved.
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4
THEOREM 1.2# o3f dimension k is jr enbspace of total
vector space S ojf dimension n, then an orthonormal basis
can be found for 8 such that
is an orthonormal basis for S. •
PROOFI Let
be a basis for S such that
^1 ***** ^k
is a basis for Sĵ . Let Then, by Theorem 1.1, may be
replaced by oĉ  such that
Similarly, 9^ may be replaced by such that
" 0 ,
Continuing in this manner,
*̂ 1 ** * * • * k  
forms an orthogonal basis for S^, and
forms an orthogonal basis for 8 .
Let
« 1  - («il..... 'i.) « 1
Then
forms am orthonormal basis for and
^ 1  ■ “‘l^l****»/^k “ V k » " ’* A  "(*n*n
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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foras êün orthoaormâl basis for 8 #
THEOREM 1*3 * Let A Jbs ^  real symmetric matrix such that the 
minimum function of A possesses two distinct linear factors 
l^(x) and lg(%)# Let <̂-ĵ ̂  ja vector of the null space of 
1^(A) and ^  ^  a, vector of the null space of lg(A)# Then 
^ 2  are orthogonal»
PROOF; Let
l^Cx) # * x) and IgCz) m (x^ • x)
where / x^* By definition of the null space of 1^(A)$
1 ĵ (A>̂ |̂  m O and A^£ #
Similarly9
1^(A)<^^ « O and A/>| »
HoVf
V ' l  - “̂ * 1^  •
Since A is symmetric# A * A' and
Consequently#
and
Factoring#
< * 1 - *2 >*2**î “ °
and since / Xg#
and ^  and are orthogonal*
The following theorem is the principal result of this 
chapter and is of prime importance in the theory of quadratic forms#
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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THEOREM 1.4* JÇf Â ^  real aymmetrlc matrix# then there 
exists an orthogonal matrix P such that
P»AP a D
where D the diagonal matrix of the characteristic roots 
of A*
PROOPt Let m(x) be the minimum function of A, Since the 
roots of the minimum equation of A are distinct
m(x) a (x^ * x)***CXj^ • x> 
where are real and distinct.
Let be the null space of x̂  ̂ A and suppose the dimension 
of S£ is r^. By Theorem 1.2, r^ linearly independent orthonormal 
vectors can be found which span 5^# Let these vectors be
«Î1 * "  *' «ir^*
all column vectors. How, form the matrix P as follows «
P # , • « . , * . • , $ * • • •  ̂*
By Theorem 1.3, each vector of the space is orthogonal to 
every vector of where 1 / j, therefore, P is orthogonal.
Row
(x^I - A)«^ * 0
for every in S| and
(x^I -» A)<x»̂  w Xj^Io^ 4. A«£ « 0 ,
and
*«i -
Coae.qu.ntl7 ,
^*^11 * ®‘ll*l**'*» A*lri * ^Ir^^l*""*
Combining these equations into one matrie equation,
AP * PD
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where D Is the diagonal matrix with the Xj^*s on the diagonal# 
Sinee P is ortho^nal*
P *A P « P 'P D  «  D .
This Is the desired transformation*
The next theorem Is of value in proving one of the
results of Chapter III*
THEOREM 1*5* A ê real symmetric square matrix* then _a
necessary and sufficient condition that A be Idempoteat la
that the characteristic roots* X t 2Ê. ̂  iLS. llempotent,
2,PROOF* 1. Suppose A la idempotent» 1* e., A « A* By 
Theorem 1*4* there exists an orthogonal matrix P such that
P*AP * B
where D is a diagonal matrix of the characteristic roots of A. 
How* if
A^ » A*
then
because
« ».
» * P*AP » P*A^P » P*AAP « P*APP*AP m D^* 
Consequently* since » is diagonal*
« A*
2. Suppose the characteristic roots* A * of A are idempotent* 
If D is the diagonal matrix of the characteristic roots* then
a ».
Then*
» * P»AP « »* * P$APP*AP « P*A?P,
and from
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
It followa that
8
P*AP « P*A^P
ZA * A .
The following results aure Important in the algebraic 
theory of analysis of variance. They enable the null space of an 
arbitrary symmetric matrix to be represented as the null apace of 
a matrix whose rows are orthonormal*
THEOREM 1.6» ^
0(g
are s linearly independent Ixn vectors, then there exists 
orthonormal Ixn vectors
such that for any 1 3 j 6 s $  the null space of o<̂  ̂  equal 
to the null space of 1 *» 1 ,* j.
PROCŒ*» Define the y3's inductively as follows;
<2 ) ■>'1 - «i - ^ ■ 1 " ®
o >  /•»
Eroffi O )  it follows immediately that each is normal, i# e.,
A 4  *
Consider #
A 4  ” A
A  -
' f W F
By induction it follows that ** i ** 1$ # $ s. Similarly,
it follows by induction that for any , P^PL ** j * 1 , s$
1 » 1,*.*, 8 | 1 / j. Therefore, the yd*s are orthonormal.
It follows immediately from the definition of the y3*s that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
if
* • • • *  »  0 ,  
where fyy: ** ^ " 1 $ . .* j} # thea
m«»#* «g/f w 0 #
Since
^
*■ ’  ^  * • • ’ •*•
S 1 ? T
it fciiows that if 
then
* « « * *  *  0 *
THEOREM 1*7* %f A and B are axn and bxn natrlcee such that 
the rank of 6  la a+h. then there exista matrices C and D
of dimension axn and hxn such that 
U )  CC* «
DD* m
CD* a O, .a,D
(2) The null apace of A is equal to ̂the null apace of C
is equal to the null spaceand the null space of 
of
» ^
PROOFI Applying Theorem 1*6 to the rows of 
matrix such that
B gives a
[S] tc*D']
yielding the relations (1 )«
By Theorem 1*6*
{̂ % kJA'̂  t8 o }  *  {y£{* ( ^ *  »  Ojf
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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mnà
i/tt [gj/f* - 0 } • {yVI « 0>*
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CHAPTER II
5EIJSCTED THEOREMS FROM THE THEOST OF MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS
Cert&iA important roeults from the theory of mathematic&I 
atatlstlcs are prasented in this chapter* The principal theorems 
are concerned vith vectors whose elements are random variables 
having either the normal distribution or the^  distribution* The
result which shows that the distribution function is uniquely 
determined by the moment generating function is assumed throughout 
the chapter*
In order to present a clear picture of the situation 
some basic definitions are given.
DEFINITION; If^x^t***» 3ĉ  are random variables and
then the expected value of | , Ja defined to be
E(f) » [E(x^)#«**# E(x^)3*
In general# the expected value of a. matrix whose elements are
random variables la defined to be the matrix of expected 
values t
DEFINITION; If X»#.**# x_ are random variables with means
' '  X  n  ' ' ' '  ■' ' " ir - '" 'T  ........  " ■ " " in i i  't i i” ' ■ ' ‘
respectively# then the covariance between x^ and 
% j* i *  1 $**«* ®$ j ** l****t is
11
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and U  m The eymmatric
matrix whoee elements are the covariances Is called the 
covariance matrix of x , or oov (I)................ -..........       —  X  ̂ n  — -
It la readily found that oov (I) * E(f*f *
The immediate consequences of these definitions are given
In the following theorems.
THEOREM 2.1; If x $..., x_ are random variables.^ X  II ...  ̂“   ---f . r-m-r -r i—-L
I m <x^,,..« x^) and y^)
and
% » #M
where M 1^ a, matrix of constants, then
E(?) • E(t)M.
PROOF; let M * (a^j) where each a^^ Is a constant.
By the hypothesis«
n n
1 « 1 *■ 1 = 1  ^
*» E(Im ) » E ( X.a..$*.*$ 2 *
1 ^ 1  1 = 1 ^ ^
r a g -
E(t)M.
THEORHM 2.2; jyr x^$ . x^ are random variables with means 
#0 respectively, covariance matrix S and
I * (x^...•. x^)$ yW « ^ » (y^#*• • f ŷ )̂ ^ 4
^ « Im
where M ^  matrix of constants, then the cov (%) Is
M»SM.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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HlOOFi Th# eovarlamc# Matrix of % la givoa by
« E(M»f’fM - vii/uyn) «
B [ M * C | » f  * ) M ]  =» M * [ E < f » i  */tyu)]Vl «
M*SM#
The following: paragraphs are devoted to a discussion of
the multivariate normal distribution with special emphasis on the
development of the moment generating function of this distribution* 
The definition of the density function of this important distribu­
tion is given first.
PEPIHlTXOSri let x^.* .* x^ be random variables. If their
probability density function has the form
 V .
where the matrix A » ^*il^ AS.positivo definite, then
%.#### %_ are said to have the multivariate normal* n ' ' ' " ' ' '  ... .
distribution.
Three well-known results are given here without proof.
They will simplify somewhat the development of the moment generating 
function of the multivariate normal distribution.
(1) If A is the matrix of the coefficients in the 
quadratic form of the multivariate normal density function, then 
A*^ is the covariance matrix of the random variables.
(2) If X>t the diagonal matrix of the characteristic 
roots of a symmetric matrix A, is given by P*AP (see Theorem 1.4), 
then 1 **̂  is given by I>*a'*̂ P.
(5) ♦ «y 4 7 .  .2 '
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Th« ImportancA ot th« moment generating function of the 
multivariate normal distribution warrants the detailed development 
given in the following theorem,
THEOREM 2*3j JÇf_ f * (%^,,,,$ aĉ ) the components of which 
have the multivariate normal distribution with means 
# (/^##«.« »  then the moment generating function* 
t^) * mC-r), of this distribution is given by
-<r) . .AT" ,)4rA-V.^
PROOF: To begin# suppose that E(l) m 0» Then,
m(r) « cy^**y* e^^'
" f m  “* “ *where « m r < . Row, let ^ y^) and / «  n^).
(2 77)
By Theorem 1#4, there exists orthogonal matrix P such that
P*AP m D
where D is the diagonal matrix of the characteristic roots. A, of A* 
Substituting f w ^P and T  « fp gives
— CP — f»
— M  — a»
e"^\^l * *1 ^ 1  ••• e**^\^n * ®n^n dy- dy ,
Row, substituting
( a i r ) ” '®
and applying remark <>) gives
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A _!a  ___  £X  ___
iTÂT * N 2 ?t # * ^ Sair
iZrr)^  ' Npr*--Npir
Î 4 Z
1 « 1  \
^36 f
Then# applying remark <2 ),
r p ’PA'^^p'pr* % rA*^r«V St e I
How$ suppose E(f) *yW $ then a(T) is
, - ^ h  ... ,Ai»a “ A >  ...
- <o —«
A a
dx- • • * dx at 1  n
n
2 T /tj.̂ 4 •!.iati ^ ^ jtrsT^r*#  a  #
Therefore*
.{r) .
The following theorem is a basic result regarding the 
transformation of normally distributed random variables.
TEEOBKH 2#4: If %»«,».# *_ have the multivariate normal— • ’ n    "̂""             "■' "'
distribution» |« (%^»*&*» n^)» ( y ^ » . y ^ ) ,  and ^ » IM
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where H la a matrix of conet&nte< then y_,. .$ y have the 
multivariate normal distribution«
PfiOOFs let r • t^). Then
m(r) « ECe’*'̂ *) « ECe*” '̂ *).
let . Then
E(e(«^) « E(e^^').
How, by Theorem 2*3,
E ( . ' ^ )  .
where S la the oovarlance matrix of x *X a
Subetlttttlne,
jkfsf* ^3lrM*SMr*e % e
and by Theorem 2.2, M*SM la the covariance matrix of y ^ , , y ^ ,  
ao by Theorem 2.3 thla la the moment generating function of the 
multivariate normal distribution and the proof la complete*
A relationship between the multivariate normal dlatrl-
g
butlon and t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n  is given in the following discussion. 
For the sake of completeness the/?’ distribution Is defined here. 
DEFINITIONt JÇf̂  the moment generating function of the random 
variable x la given by the quantity
(1 * 2 t r * / 2
then X Is said to have the JtZ distribution with n degrees of 
freedom.
The following well-known result, given without proof. Is 
used In the proof of the next theorem* If x^,..,, x^ are Inde­
pendent and have the multivariate normal distribution with means 
eero and variances one, then the quantity
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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^  2
lian distribution#M
THEOREM 2.5* If have the multivariate normal——  * n................. .....
distribution with means . . . $ respectively# then the 
quadratic form
&  -/j)
appearing in the multivariate normal density function has 
t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n .
PROOF* Let
'  "  è-x
and
I » [(aCĵ  (x^ •
Then
y » fAf*
where A is the matrix of the quadratic form. Let f >» 
and P be an orthogonal matrix such that PAP* » D# the diagonal 
matrix of the characteristic roots,A , of A. (See Theorem 1.4.) 
The moment generating function of y is given by
m(t) » E(e^^) « E(e^^^'^).
Let f « /P* and substitute, giving
... •
2  2
E(e®l^l*> . E(e®n^n*).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ïtow
EC/) « ECl)P « 0 )
an d
cov (/) * # # # # "^) *
Banco, by the remark above,
baa tba^^f distribution* a
But
«  2£[«7^4 * /b/» • fPPP*!» * lAf » y- 
i«l ^ ^
Consequently^ y baa tbo/^^ distribution*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER III
QUADRATIC FORMS IH KORMALLÎ DISTRIBUTED RANDOM VARIABLES
The distribution of quadratic forms Involving normally 
distributed random variables Is an important topic in the theory 
of mathematical statistics. Some of the results pertaining to the 
Independence of quadratic forms and conditions under which these 
forms have the distribution are given in this chapter.
Throughout this chapter |« x^) will be a
vector whose components, are independent normally
distributed random variables with means zero and variances one. 
This fact will be stated in the succeeding theorems as follows t 
f is a normal random vector with E(l) » o and cov (f) = I.
The quadratic forms will be represented by Q a fil' where A Is 
an nxn real symmetric matrix.
In order to prove the principal result of the chapter 
it is necessary to know the moment generating function of a 
quadratic form in normally distributed random variables. This 
development follows*
THEOREM 3.1: Let I ^  normal random vector with E( I) « 0
and cov (f ) » I. Let Q « Ml* ^  quadratic form in the 
random variables, Then the moment generating function of Q
11 .
19
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PROOFI The denu^lty fuactloa for the random variables
^ 1 *  * * n
1  , -n if*
The moment generating function of % is
BU***) -  ijT? dl -
- •  -m(zny
— ^  dl .(2ir) “®
No** fr«HB the definition of the multivariate normal distribution«
. / r
Consequently,
— ^  at •
Ix - 2tAr^,
let A # 2 t and this becomes
11 -  X d l - * .
The following theorem which gives conditions under which 
two quadratic forms are independent is the principal result of 
this chapter.
THEOREM 3 .21 jet I ja normal random vector with E (I) » 0
and cov (I) » I* Let Q- * SAf* and Q- » |B{* where A and B
are ̂symmetric nxn matrices. Then je necessary and sufficient
condition that and be independent is that
AB » 0«
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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PROOFS Th# marnent generating functions are as followss
(1) E(.’̂  - II -
< 2 ) E ( . ) ^ / '% 2 )  .  | I
(3) */*«2>) . II - AA - ^ B l ”’̂
Consequently* a necessary and sufficient condition for independence 
is that
{ Z <» Aâ I * 11 y#B I = I X * Aa - yfB I
tor all values of A andyf •
1# Suppose AB » 0« Now* the product of the determinants of 
two matrices is equal to the determinant of the product of the 
matrices* therefore*
11 • Aa| • 11 —y/B| ** I I •• Aa • y#B + ^AB| •
Obviously* AB s 0 implies the independence of and the
condition is sufficient*
2# Suppose and independent* It must be shown that
AB tt 0*
Now* a real orthogonal transformation can be found reducing to
d-x? +.**+ d xf X I  r r
where r is the rank of Q̂ *̂ Therefore* there exists an orthogonal 
matrix P such that
A » PLP* and B = PMP» 
where I and M are partitioned so as to separate the rows and 
coltmns into successive groups of r and n-r and are of the forms
L « [§i §] M a [§iiÿ]
where D stands for an r-rowed diagonal matrix having d^*..., d^ in 
its diagonal* O for matrices whose elements are all zero* and E* C
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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F for arbitrary matrices of appropriate <llaens±oas« Then#
11 * Aa | » |P(I * ADP'I « |p|»|l - AL|*|p *| « If - A1.I . 
SlalXarly,,
|I -/#b | # jl -y/M|
aad
jl ^ AA -/<B| « jl - AL yfMj .
Therefore,
jl - Lj-jl • m | « |l * Z. - m | .
Conaequeatly, there exleta quadratic forms and of 
variables which are normally and independently distributed with 
zero means and unit variances, and having matrices L and M, 
respectively, such that and QJ are independent.
Row,
AB a PIMP*
SO the theorem will be proved if
IM  *  0 .
Let
M »  + Mg
Where
"i ■ [i^"| "a * [§1'i ■
Obviously
LMg * 0 .
It must be shown that
LM^ » O.
Let
Q* *  Q* ♦  Q«
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where Q* and Q" are quadratic forma in the normal variables of 
and Q» and have matrices and Mg respectively* Now* and 
***• independent* so Q£ is Independent of
q| - Q» m Q»*
Therefore
Note*
and
r
|i - All # TT < 1 - Ad.)
1 * 1  ^
Substituting*
r
^  ( 1 -  - l l  ^
How* equating the coefficients of the terms containing the highest 
powers of A on each side of the identity*
TT «ill -/>vlA - |B|. 
1 . 1  »  ^ 1
But.
Therefore 1
I ^ t ~  and substitute* giving
11 -* * 1  or (Mjl - xl| “
Consequently* all the characteristic roots of must be zero.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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for a symmetrlo matrix the aim of the squares of the charao* 
terlatle roots is equal to the sum of the squares of the elements 
since both are equal to the trace of the square of the matrix* 
Therefore *
and
"  0
and the proof of the theorem is complete.
A result similar to Theorem 5*2 concerning a linear form 
and a quadratic form follows.
TEE OREM 5 * 3 1 Let { be _a normal random vector with E (i) = 0 
and cov (I ) • I* Let Q • f A and L * fa# where « _a Ixn 
vector# Then a necessary and sufficient condition that Q 
and L be independent is that
A«» « 0.
PROOF* 1. Suppose that Q and L are Independent* Then it
2follows that Q and L are Independent*
Fow,
L ^  «
is a quadratic form in the %^*s and has matrix
B *  <x*«.
So# by Theorem 3*2*
AB » 0
and it follows immediately that
A«* « 0.
2. Suppose that AK» *> 0. Then it follows that O is a 
characteristic root of A and that cc is a corresponding characteristic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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v«etOT» L«t Ag#**"* Ajj b# the remeinlag characteristic roots
the cerreeponding characteristic vectors* Thea
** *  è
Blace the y3'e are orthogoaaJL to«, it follows that the linear 
combinations are Independent of f«* and the proof is complete* 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to theorems 
concerning the distribution of quadratic forme*
TEEOREM 5*4* Let | b^ a, normal random vector with E(I) « O
and cov (f) » I. Let 4 * fA f*• Then a_ necessary and
sufficient condition that Q have t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n  is 
that the characteristic roots* A # of A Idempotent <0 or 1 ).
The number of non zero roots is given by r, the rank of A.
PROOF* 1* Suppose % has the/Tp distribution* By definition 
the moment generating function of Q is
a  -
By Theorem 5*1 the moment generating function of any quadratic 
form is
It • 2 tA|*’̂
where A is the matrix of the quadratic form* Therefore,
|i - 2 tA| « (1 * 
and raising each side to the - 2  power gives
|I ** 2tA| « Cl - 2 t)'\
Letting 2t * A, and substituting,
11 - Aa I » (1 — A)***
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Cons^quttntljr^ It follow® that tho charaetorletlo roots of A 
consist of r ons*s and (a «• r) zoro*s*
2« Suppose the characteristic roots, $ of A are Idempotent. 
Since the rank of A Is r, there are r non zero roots, and eo
11 - AA| * (1 - A)**.
How, raising each side to the power and letting A * 2t,
11 - 2tA|-’‘ - a  -
But, the left-hand side Is the moment generating function of the 
quadratic form % and the right-hand side la the moment generating 
function of thexT^^ distribution, consequently, 4  has the>?'^ 
distribution.
THEOREM * Let Q » fA {* where / is ^  normal random vector 
with E(f) » O and COV (|) » I. Then Q has the distribution 
If and only if the matrix A of the quadratic form is 
Idempotent.
PROOF: 1. Suppose Q has thex^^ distribution. Then, by
Theorem 3*^, the characteristic roots, A , of A are Idempotent 
and
» A .
Consequently, by Theorem*1*5t A Is Idempotent.
2. Suppose A Is Idempotent. By Theorem 1.5 the charac­
teristic roots of A are idempotent and it follows from Theorem 
that q has ths/f^ distribution*
THEOREM 3.6; ^n positive seml-definite
matrices such that
A^ + * ' * +  ^n  ® ^
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SE*, if and Aj* i K j# ara Idempotent> then
Aj  ̂A j  ** 0  *
PROOFI Supposa Â  ̂and A^$ i X j# are Idempotent* Choose P 
orthogonal suoh that PA^P* is diagonal with the first diagonal 
elements one, the rest aero* Since
PA^P* +*.** PA^P» a I
and each PA^P** 1 • 1 ,.*.# n* la positive semi-definite, the first 
diagonal elements of PA^P* must he aero* Than since PA^P* is 
idempotent y its first r^ rows, and hence columns, must all be aero, 
so that
0  = PA^P*PA^P* « A^Aj.
THEOREM 3 *7 : let A^,.* *, A^ be positive seal-definite
symmetric matrices such that
A +**«+ A « I#i n
Let
« !Ai;#,**., » t x ^ v
where | Iŝ  ja normal random vector with E(f ) ** 0 and cov (I) « X* 
T h e n _a necessary and sufficient condition that and Q^, i / j,
zbe independent and have Z  die tributions is that and A^ 
be idempotent*
PROOF * 1. Suppose and 0,̂  are independent and have/F^
distributions. Then, by Theorem 3*5* A^ and A^ are idempotent*
2* Suppose A^ and A^ are idempotent. By Theorem 1,8,
A^A^ *
and by Theorem 3*2, and Qj are independent. It follows from
zTheorem 3*5 that and havedistributions*
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